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This appropriation of Western women's biographies was more culturally threatening than the widespread introduction of Western men's biographies in this period. Biographies of foreign heroes and politicians galvanized their Chinese counterparts to perform their existing roles more effectively: to lead more courageously, to respond to new challenges more creatively, and to defend the nation's interests more boldly. In contrast, the actions of Western female exemplars defi ed normative Chinese gender principles and made previously unimaginable feminine social and political roles thinkable. Unlike most historical Chinese female paragons who had left their mark in history through private actions on behalf of their male kin, the Western heroines celebrated in the Chinese textbooks and women's journals examined here intervened directly in history, unencumbered by domestic ties or concerns for ritual propriety. The Western women's biographies published in turn-of-the-twentieth-century Chinese materials were not unmediated appropriations, however. Chinese editors and compilers rarely worked with original Western-language biographies; rather, they were dependent on Japanese translations of Western texts. Chinese, Japanese, and Western selection strategies were thus layered on one another: Chinese editors chose from among biographies Japanese compilers had already selected from Western collections, collections that were themselves the product of editorial and ideological decisions. 4 At the same time the meaning of a Western woman's life story was translated both literally into a new language and substantively into new cultural registers and historical contexts fi rst by Japanese and then by Chinese writers.
The Chinese authors often freely translated and liberally altered the content of Japanese biographies of Western women. Even their more faithful translations frequently contained commentaries that directed the reader's understanding of a particular life story. The biographies that resulted from these multiple mediations were, thus, not merely distortions of "original" texts but new creations, products of the Chinese cultural imaginary as much as the result of foreign borrowing. The complex processes of translation, appropriation, elision, and omission through which they were written illuminate how new cultural and political meanings were negotiated in turn-of-the-twentieth-century China. 
